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Dear Book Club directors and members, 

 

We authors have been forced to become pitchmen, and as you can imagine, it’s not 

a position all of us take to in a wholehearted and natural way. But even difficult things 

often have an upside, and the upside for me is that sometimes my efforts to reach out to 

potential readers do result in the wonderful experience of meeting people who love 

literature as much as I do. So I’ll plunge in. 

I hope you will consider making my new novel Cementville one of your 

selections. Since its March 2014 release, the book has been receiving praise. Elle 

magazine’s reader panel even chose it as one of three novels awarded the 2014 Lettres 

Prize, along with none other than Joyce Carol Oates and Isabel Allende. You can 

imagine how thrilled I was to see my name sandwiched between the names of two 

incredible women I’ve long admired. 

Attached here is my publisher’s press release, which contains a synopsis, bio, 

and extracts of reviews. At www.PauletteLivers.com you will find a Book Club page 

with some suggested discussion topics.  

As an incentive, for a limited time I will be giving away an autographed copy of 

Cementville to the first 10 book clubs who add the book to their list of reads. I’m 

happy to come to clubs within driving distance of Chicago, or if I happen to be traveling 

to your area. Joining you via Skype or email is always an option. 

All best wishes, 

 
Paulette Livers 

Please look me up at the following social networking sites: 

Goodreads: https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/7145999.Paulette_Livers 

Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/PauletteLivers.Writer 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/PLiversWriter @PLiversWriter 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Paulette-Livers/e/B00J36QC3Q 
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Cementville  A Novel   

By Paulette Livers 

Elle magazine Lettres Prize 2014 
 

PRAISE FOR CEMENTVILLE 
 

“The novel makes obvious her gift for crafting textured landscapes and authentic characters… With 
nods to not only Dickens but Nathaniel Hawthorne and Shirley Jackson too, Livers asserts the novel’s far-

reaching intentions via her deployment of ornate, high-powered language. This thought-provoking 
debut wears its literary aspirations like a velvet funeral gown, calling attention to the grim legacies of 

combat and the changing realities of small-town U.S.A. “—Atlanta Journal Constitution  
 

“…[A] gently paced evocation of a nearly forgotten time and place…”—Elle  
 

“The novel is a moving representation of the nation’s psychological state in that time of turmoil.”  
—Real Simple 

 
“Livers means to explore the ways that perception and reality often fail to overlap in small-town life, and 

there are moments where the novel sings … An earnest and sober portrait of the homefront.”  
—Kirkus Reviews 

 
“The novel comes off as an atmospheric piece, a portrait of a traditional town on the brink of much 

change, whether welcomed or not.”—Publishers Weekly 
 

“What is central and valuable is the depiction of a specific and near-forgotten way of life. Through her 
strongly drawn characters, Livers depicts a community drawing on its traditional strengths—kindness, 
respect, and practicality… This novel will be enjoyed by fans of Marilynne Robinson and of lyrical 

novels that depict the awesome inner struggles and resources of seemingly everyday people.” —Booklist 
 

“1969 is often remembered as the summer of love, of Abbey Road and the flight to the moon. This book 
is about the realities of that time and by extension the realities we still live with. Unflinching and clear 

and beautifully written, it manages to be what good books always are: a window into the true 
world, exhilarating and inspiring even as it faces into the dark.”  —Richard Bausch 
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“Cementville gave me everything I want in a novel…This is just simply a beautiful novel, and it could 

only be written by someone with a very large heart. I’ll be recommending it to everyone. Paulette Livers 
has made me feel that special thrill that I’ve never gotten from anything but great fiction.” 

 —Steve Yarbrough, author of The Realm of Last Chances 
 

 
“Paulette Livers is the real thing, a blazing talent with a fierce intelligence and a big heart, 

big enough to encompass a horrible tragedy and the inner life of an entire community. She has 
written a brilliant and deeply compassionate study of grief, violence, loneliness, and love.  

And her language sings. This is a stunning debut—a perfect novel with deep implications for 
our own time.”  —Lee Smith, author of Guests on Earth 

 
 

SYNOPSIS: In late spring of 1969, a picturesque southern town is turned inside out by the deaths 
of seven young National Guardsmen in a single Vietcong attack. The return of the bodies sets off 
something inside the town itself—a sense of violence, a political reality, a gnawing unease with 
the future—pushing the families of Cementville into alienation and grief.  
      The town appears blind to the PTSD of Harlan O’Brien, POW and war hero, even as his 
horrific experiences bend his mind in terrifying ways. Giang Smith, the ‘war bride,’ has fled the 
violence of Vietnam with her American husband only to encounter echoes of it in her new home. 
Evelyn Slidell, the wealthy icon and a descendant of Cementville’s founders, is no stranger to 
what close-mouthed grief can do to a family. And members of the notorious Ferguson clan, led by 
the violent Levon and his draft-dodging brother Byard, share a secret despair of their own. 
Through the long summer that follows, Maureen, the adolescent sister of a recently returned GI, 
attempts to document the changes happening to her town.  
      CEMENTVILLE speaks as a grieving community—already several centuries old—being born 
again in times of intense change. With the Civil Rights Act only a few years old, a restless 
citizenry divided over the war, and the Women’s Movement beginning to send tremors through 
established assumptions about family life, CEMENTVILLE provides a microcosm of a society 
shedding the old order, a story resonant with echoes of the issues of war and social change still 
being confronted today. 

 

 
CEMENTVILLE  *  WWW.PAULETTELIVERS.COM 

HARDCOVER * ISBN: 978-1-61902-243-0 * $25.00 * 304 PAGES 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: PAULETTE LIVERS was born and grew up in Kentucky. She has lived 

and worked in Louisville, Atlanta, and Boulder as a painter, illustrator, and book designer for 

publishers around the country. Paulette has received awards, residencies, and fellowships from the 

Artcroft Foundation, Aspen Writers Foundation, the Bedell Foundation, the Center for the American 

West, Denver Women’s Press Club, Key West Literary Seminars, and Ox-Bow Artist Residence. 

Excerpts from Cementville have received the Meyerson Prize for Fiction and been shortlisted for the 

International Bridport Prize and the Red Hen Press Short Story Award. Her other stories have 

received Honorable mentions from Writers at Work, Hunger Mountain, and the Kentucky Women 

Writers Gabehart Prize. Her work has appeared in the Southwest Review, The Dos Passos Review, 

Spring Gun Press, and elsewhere, and can be heard at the audio-journal Bound Off. A member of 

PEN America and the Squaw Valley Community of Writers, Paulette now lives in Chicago. 

Cementville is her first novel.  


